a b s t r a c t NMR techniques incorporating pure shift methods to improve signal resolution have recently attracted much attention, owing to their potential use in studies of increasingly complex molecular systems. Extraction of frequencies from these simplified spectra enables easier structure determination, but only a few of the methods presented provide structural parameters derived from signal integral measurements. In particular, for quantification of the nuclear Overhauser effect (NOE) it is highly desirable to utilize pure shift techniques where signal overlap normally prevents accurate signal integration, to enable measurement of a larger number of interatomic distances. However, robust methods for the measurement of interatomic distances using the recently developed pure shift techniques have not been reported to date.
Introduction
Rational design of catalysts and drugs generally requires models for molecular structure and motion, in order to understand the different modes of action involved. When it comes to the study of molecules in the liquid state, structural parameters available from nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy have become indispensable tools, the most prominent being vicinal couplings [1, 2] , nuclear Overhauser enhancements [3] [4] [5] and residual dipolar couplings [6, 7] . In the case of small molecules, support or rejection of a given structural model is often based on the limited number of structural restraints that are experimentally available, making such decisions prone to ambiguity unless ways of complementing the existing information are found.
In particular, for signals participating in complicated scalar coupling networks, the extraction of NOE enhancements is likely to be corrupted by signal overlap either with other multiplets, or with zero quantum responses. Approaches to reducing problems related to signal overlap are commonly based on the dispersal of signals into multiple spectral dimensions [8] [9] [10] [11] , while interference from zero quantum artefacts can be reduced by using a zero quantum suppression filter [12] [13] [14] [15] .
If the compound in question provides favourable signal dispersion, as is the case for the backbone signals of proteins, both improved spectral separation and suppression of zero quantum artefacts can be achieved for limited spectral regions by using band-selective homonuclear decoupling techniques [13, [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . These not only reduce the widths of the resulting signals, reducing the risk of signal overlap, but also refocus the evolution of (weak) homonuclear coupling evolution along the band-selectively decoupled dimension, cancelling (antiphase) zero quantum artefacts.
These desirable effects of homonuclear decoupling have also been reported for NOESY experiments using Zangger-Sterk decoupling [24] , which enable homonuclear decoupled signals to be collected over the entire spectral width within a single experiment (broadband decoupling). Broadband decoupling is particularly helpful when band-selective experiments become inefficient, for example due to the lack of repetitive structural motifs within the target species, as is typically the case in small molecules.
Even though the improved signal resolution and the suppression of zero-quantum artefacts inherent in pure shift NOESY and ROESY experiments could be very beneficial in the context of quantitative evaluation of the resulting spectra, recent reports have focused on the qualitative features of these spectra [20, 21, 24] . McKenna and Parkinson made an initial investigation of quantitative analysis of real-time band-selective (HOBS) pure shift NOESY, but encountered difficulties in obtaining reliable data [21] . It could be argued that, while the precise measurement of signal positions and peak separations can be readily achieved by modern pure shift techniques [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] , the robust measurement of relative signal intensities or integrals using pure shift methods has yet to be demonstrated.
In principle, quantification using signal intensity/integral should not be an issue for pure shift methods. Indeed, comparing peak intensities or integrals for a given chemical site works well, as in the case of T 1 , T 2 , and DOSY measurements [33] [34] [35] [36] . Direct comparison of peak integrals in the case of proton sites in similar chemical environments also works well, as in determinations of diastereoisomeric and enantiomeric excesses [37] [38] [39] . However, a problem when comparing the signal intensities/integrals for chemically distinct nuclei is that the responsivity for different signals varies to some extent in all existing methods, due to differences in relaxation rates and to the different spin-spin couplings present. Where absolute signal intensities are required, it is shown here, inter alia, that it is helpful to normalise measured integrals against those obtained in the equivalent 1D pure shift experiment, in order to cancel out the effects of site-dependent responsivity. Such normalisation would not, however, protect against the potential effects of overlap between the small artefacts generally present in pure shift spectra and signals of interest.
We will show here that under appropriate conditions, NOESY and PFGSE NOE experiments with broadband homodecoupling using the ZS method can indeed yield interatomic distance restraints suitable for structural analysis. Such experiments can be used as alternative sources of NOE-derived distance restraints in cases where classical methods are biased, either by signal overlap or by residual zero quantum artefacts. We will also illustrate the use of signal normalisation to correct for site-dependent responsivity, and assess the relative contributions to such effects from different sources.
Methods
The development of pure shift NMR experiments, providing full homonuclear decoupling for proton signals either over a narrow frequency band (band-selective methods) or over the full spectral width (broadband methods), has evolved of late into a lively field of research [40] [41] [42] . In particular, decoupling schemes achieving refocusing of coupling evolution for a chosen subset of spins (the active spins) have been used to improve signal separation in a wide variety of one-and multidimensional spectra, including 1D 1 H [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] , TOCSY [43, 51, 52] , DOSY [33] , HSQC [27] [28] [29] [30] [53] [54] [55] , NOESY [20, 21, 24] , ROESY [23] and HSQMBC [31] experiments. For experiments based on this principle, the mode of spin subset selection largely determines how well a particular homodecoupling method is suited to the application in question. Spin subset selection can be achieved by using the selection of limited frequency bands (soft-pulse experiments such as HOBS) [16, 50] , by simultaneous spatially and frequency-dependent selection (ZS decoupling) [43, 46] , by filtration using a dilute spin isotope (BIRD) [44, 56] and by statistical selection (the Pell-Keeler anti-z-COSY method and PSYCHE) [34, 47] .
Here we employ the method of spatially-dependent frequency selection, as proposed by Zangger and Sterk [43] , in which a selective pulse is applied under a weak field gradient (Fig. 1a ) in order to invert the active spins independently of the passive ones. In this case, the field gradient causes the frequency range for which the selective pulse causes signal inversion to vary systematically with position along the long axis of the sample. The field gradient spreads out the frequency range affected by the selective 180°p ulse to cover the whole spectrum, but each chemical shift is excited in a different thin slice of the sample so the high bandwidth comes at a high cost in sensitivity.
Accumulation of a time domain signal -an FID -with negligible modulation from homonuclear coupling requires a decoupling block to be applied more frequently than the frequency of the coupling evolution. Two approaches have been presented to achieve this. In the first, a single homodecoupling element is inserted into an incremented evolution time t 1 so that homonuclear couplings refocus at the end of t 1 . This allows the collection of a single homodecoupled time point per time increment (if the decoupling is applied in an indirect dimension), or the collection of a block of data points either side of the instant of full refocusing (interferogram-based decoupling in a pseudo-direct acquisition dimension) [43] . The second approach, collection of the entire time domain signal within a single scan in the direct dimension, as in instant or real-time homodecoupling methods, avoids the need for time-consuming data collection in indirect or pseudo-direct dimensions. However it requires repeated application of the homodecoupling element during acquisition, causing the unwanted effects of relaxation and pulse imperfections to accumulate and leads to line broadening and spectral artefacts [46] .
Here we use NOESY [57] and 1D PFGSE NOE [58] [59] [60] experiments with interferogram-based ZS decoupling. The interferogram approach requires a pseudo-direct homodecoupling dimension, but does not require repeated application of the homodecoupling t 1 Fig. 1 . Pulse sequence schemes for the 1 H (a), the PFGSE NOE (b) and the NOESY (c) experiment, in each case using a ZS element for homodecoupling in the pseudodirect acquisition dimension [24] . Narrow bars and wide bars indicate hard 90°and 180°pulses respectively, with phase x unless stated explicitly. Selective pulses are indicated by unfilled shapes. The duration of the data acquisition chunk (1/sw i ) is equal to the time increment of t i in the homodecoupling dimension, which also determines the delays d a = (1/(4 ⁄ sw i )), d b = (1/(2 ⁄ sw i )) and d c = (1/(4 ⁄ sw i )). To avoid signal distortion introduced by digital filtration, acquisition is started before the end of d c and the data points acquired before the end of d c are discarded. The pulse phases used are U 1 = (x Àx) 2 (y Ày) 2 , U 2 = (x) 16 (y) 16 (Àx) 16 (Ày) 16 , U 3 = ((x) 2 (y) 2 ) 2 ((Àx) 2 (Ày) 2 ) 2 and U rec = x Àx Àx x y Ày Ày y for the 1 H experiment, 8 (y) 8 (Àx) 8 (Ày) 8 and U rec = (x Àx Àx x) 2 (Àx x x Àx) 2 for the PFGSE NOE experiment and U 7 = x Àx, U 8 = (x) 2 (Àx) 2 , U 9 = (x) 4 (y) 4 and U rec = x Àx Àx x Àx x x Àx for the NOESY experiment. element and hence limits spectral artefacts and enables the acquisition of comparatively clean spectra. In addition, long frequencyselective pulses, which are needed to decouple signals separated by only a few tens of hertz, can be used. Because experimental imperfections such as incomplete signal inversion by the selective pulses do not accumulate as the homodecoupling element is repeated, the spectral artefacts caused by such loss mechanisms are avoided. Thus these advantages in terms of spectral quality, signal integral quantification, and experimental versatility are traded for an increased experiment duration compared to realtime decoupling experiments.
For the NOESY experiment, we use an implementation providing ZS homodecoupling in a pseudo-direct dimension, which has previously been shown to provide high quality NOESY spectra [24] (see Fig. 1(c) ). In addition, we introduce the ZShomodecoupled 1D PFGSE NOE experiment [59, 60] shown in Fig. 1(b) . This 1D PFGSE NOE experiment uses the same homodecoupling sequence as the 2D NOESY method, in each case replacing the acquisition block in the conventional experiment.
From the direct time domain data, acquired for different increments of the pseudo-direct decoupling dimension, time domain signals are constructed in which weak coupling contributions are largely suppressed and which, after Fourier transformation, provide the homodecoupled spectra. The data rearrangement process is performed conveniently using an AU program, which can be downloaded from http://nmr.chemistry.manchester.ac.uk/sites/ default/files/pshift or form the repositories mentioned in section 4.
The ability of interferogram-based ZS techniques to improve signal resolution has been demonstrated previously [24, 33, 43, 48, 51, 61] , but there has been only limited discussion of quantitation. Resolution of overlapped signals is clearly beneficial for NOE quantification in crowded spectral regions, and here we investigate the quantitative interpretation of signal integrals from spectra acquired using ZS-based techniques. We chose a test system with well-dispersed proton signals; at first sight, this is a strange choice, since such a system has no need of improved resolution, but it allows us to make direct comparisons between pure shift and conventional measurements for the majority of signal integrals. In addition, we required that the compound of choice be well characterized in previous NOE studies, and that an appropriate structural model be available for comparison. We therefore used strychnine, for which the structural model has recently been reinvestigated [62] [63] [64] [65] using high accuracy measurements of NOEs and J-couplings, as test substance for these studies. The structural restraints determined here are compared to the two-conformer model proposed by Butts et al. [63] . NOE data analysis is performed assuming the validity of the initial rate approximation, using the method of internal normalisation described by Macura et al. [66] for 2D NOESY data and using the PANIC analysis described by Hu and Krishnamurthy [67] , with a slight modification, for 1D selective NOE data (for data analysis details, see Section 1.1 in the SI). As discussed in detail below, the data analysis for homodecoupled experiments is carried out here in two different ways: the integrals measured are either used directly in the analysis, or they are first normalised with respect to the integrals in a 1D homodecoupled 1 H spectrum, measured with the same parameters, in order to correct for differential signal losses caused by the decoupling.
Experimental

Sample preparation
Samples were prepared by dissolving strychnine in CDCl 3 , degassing by the freeze-pump-thaw method, and sealing under vacuum. Selective NOE experiments were performed with a 120 mM sample; all other experiments were performed using a 267 mM sample.
Experimental setups
1D PFGSE NOE experiments were performed on a Bruker Avance III HD spectrometer operating at 400.13 MHz 1 H base frequency, equipped with a 5 mm double-resonance broadband direct probe with z-gradient. Sample temperature was regulated at 300 K using a BCU II À80/60 unit and the 90°1H pulse duration was 10 ls.
For all other experiments, a Bruker Avance III spectrometer operating at 600.4 MHz proton base frequency was used, equipped with a 5 mm triple-resonance broadband inverse probe with zgradient. Sample temperature was regulated at 300 K using a BCU-Xtreme unit and the 90°1H pulse duration was 9.35 ls. For acquisition, we used the pulse sequence freely available at http://nmr.chemistry.manchester.ac.uk/sites/default/files/push1dzs (added to Section 6.1 in the SI). The spectrum was collected using a proton spectral width of 10 ppm (166.4 ls dwell time) with the carrier positioned at 5 ppm. A single transient was collected for each increment in the homodecoupling dimension. We used a relaxation delay of 24 s (highest T 1 : 4.8 s; see Table S1 in the SI) and no dummy scans. An rSNOB [68] pulse of 93.6 ms duration was used for homodecoupling, applied under a nominal pulsed field gradient, G 1 , of 1.05 G/cm. Coherence selection gradient pulses were of duration 0.5 ms and had a smoothed square shape (SMSQ) with a nominal strength, G 2 , of 12.5 G/cm. 16 increments were collected in the homodecoupling dimension and chunks of duration 21.3 ms were used (d c was shortened by 16 complex points for pre-collection of data). The data chunks were concatenated to produce a FID of 340.8 ms with 2048 complex data points; the constructed FID was zero-filled to 4096 complex data points and exponential apodization (1 Hz line broadening) was applied. Automatic baseline correction was applied to the spectrum before manual integration of the peaks.
Selective NOE experiments
For PFGSE NOE experiments without homodecoupling, Bruker pulse program library implementations were used. (Topspin 3.2 patchlevel 6). The selective NOE experiment without Thrippleton-Keeler zero-quantum filtration [14] used the implementation described in Ref. [59] , with the modification that a single gradient-filtered selective inversion was used in the preparatory phase (PFGSE instead of DPFGSE for selective inversion; selnogp in the Bruker pulse program library). The experiment with zero-quantum filtration used a uniaxial Thrippleton-Keeler filter [14] at the end of the second half of the mixing period (filter duration: 20 ms; selnogpzs in the Bruker pulse program library). In both cases, phase cycling for the first hard pulse and the selective inversion pulse followed / 4 and / 5 as reported in Fig. 1 and the receiver phase cycle was / rec = x Àx Àx x. All other phases were x. The pulse sequence used for homodecoupled experiments is provided in Section 6.2 in the SI.
For all selective NOE experiments the carrier frequency was 2.79 ppm in the proton spectrum and the spectral width 5000 Hz (12.5 ppm; 200 ls dwell time). In all cases, 4 dummy scans, an 8 scan phase cycle, and a recovery delay of 10 s were used. NOE build-up was monitored for a series of eight mixing times from 50 to 500 ms (500, 270, 120, 400, 50, 180, 300 and 90 ms) in all cases. For experiments with band-selective decoupling, 40 ms rSNOB [68] selective pulses were used. In experiments both without homodecoupling and with broadband homodecoupling, selec-tive inversion before NOE mixing was performed using RE-BURP [69] pulses of different lengths (90 ms for H12, 40 ms for H13, 80 ms for H15a and 50 ms for H15b). Broadband decoupling was achieved using 20 ms rSNOB pulses applied at the transmitter frequency under a constant z-gradient of nominal amplitude G 1 = 0.25 G/cm. G 2 , G 3 and G 4 were shaped gradient pulses (SMSQ) of 1 ms duration. Maximum amplitudes used were G 2 = 7.5 G/cm, G 3 = 20 G/cm and G 4 = 25 G/cm respectively. All pulsed field gradients were followed by a 200 ls recovery delay. Experiments with Thrippleton-Keeler filtration used a 20 ms smoothed chirp pulse with a frequency sweep over 60 kHz, applied under a z-gradient of 4.5 G/cm.
In experiments without homodecoupling, the time domain signal was acquired with 32,768 complex data points (6.6 s acquisition time). Exponential apodization (line broadening of 0.3 Hz) was applied before Fourier transformation, manual phasing and automated baseline correction were used.
The time domain signal in homodecoupled selective NOE experiments was collected in 16 data chunks of 20 ms (except for data acquired with 10 ms and 25 ms data chunk durations to illustrate relative sideband intensities in Section 4.2.1; these were acquired in 32 and in 13 data blocks respectively, with similar numbers of time domain data points used for processing in all cases). Concatenated FIDs were zero-filled to 2048 complex data points and exponential apodization (3 Hz line broadening) was applied before Fourier transformation. Automated baseline correction was used before integration.
For normalisation of pure shift NOE data with relative integrals from 1 H ZS experiments, 1 H ZS spectra were measured under identical conditions to the homodecoupled selective NOE experiments. For normalisation of data with broadband ZS decoupling, a single 1 H ZS experiment was performed, with the eight-step phase cycle also used for NOE measurements. In the case of band-selective experiments, a series of band-selective 1 H ZS spectra was measured, with the irradiation frequency of the selective pulse shifted to the frequencies also used for homodecoupling in band-selective homodecoupled NOE experiments. Relative integrals were calculated from this series of spectra. A single scan per t 1 -increment was used for the band-selective 1 H ZS series for convenience, while eight scans were used for the broadband decoupled reference spectrum. Data processing was identical to that used in the pure shift selective NOE measurements.
NOESY experiments
Gradient-selected NOESY experiments without decoupling used the pulse sequence codes supplied by the manufacturer (noesygpph for experiments without, and noesygpphzs for experiments with, Thrippleton-Keeler filtration during mixing, TopSpin 3.1 patchlevel 7). The two-step phase cycle used was that of the homodecoupled experiment shown in Fig. 1c . For experiments with uniaxial Thrippleton-Keeler filtration [14] , the filter element was incorporated into the mixing time 50 ls after its beginning, followed by the coherence selection gradient pulse. For acquisition of the homodecoupled data, we used the pulse sequence given in Section 6.3 of the SI. All NOESY experiments were collected with a proton spectral width of 10 ppm (166.4 ls dwell time) in both dimensions. In the indirect dimension, 512 data points were collected in all cases, using States-TPPI phase encoding [70] . All NOESY data were collected with 16 dummy scans and two scans per increment in the indirect dimension(s). All pulsed field gradients were followed by a 200 ls recovery delay. Experiments without homodecoupling were measured in two mixing time series (a shorter and a longer one), whereas a single mixing time was used for the pure shift experiment.
The longer mixing time series, acquired with ThrippletonKeeler filtration (noesygpphzs), was collected with 16,384 complex data points in the direct dimension (2.7 s of acquisition) and a relaxation delay of 25 s. Mixing times from 50 to 500 ms were used (50, 300, 150, 500, 100, 400, 200 and 250 ms). During mixing, a spoil gradient pulse of 5 ms duration with smoothed square shape (SMSQ) and an amplitude of G 4 = 20 G/cm was used. For Thrippleton-Keeler filtration, a 20 ms smoothed chirp pulse with a frequency sweep of 60 kHz and a 6 G/cm z-gradient was used.
The shorter mixing time series was acquired using NOESY experiments without zero-quantum filtration (noesygpph). These spectra were collected with 2048 complex points in the direct dimension (0.34 s acquisition time) and a relaxation delay of 7 s. Mixing times from 100 to 400 ms were used (100, 200, 300, and 400 ms). During mixing, a spoil gradient pulse of 1 ms duration and 20 G/cm amplitude with smoothed square shape (SMSQ) was used.
For NOESY spectra with F 2 -ZS decoupling, the time-domain signal in the pure shift dimension was constructed from 16 data chunks of 21.3 ms duration. The resulting time domain signals contained 2048 complex points (0.34 s acquisition). The experiment was collected with a mixing time of 400 ms and a relaxation delay of 7 s. The selective pulse used for homodecoupling was a 93.6 ms rSNOB [68] pulse applied under a z-gradient G 1 = 1.05 G/cm. During the mixing time a purging gradient pulse G 3 of 0.5 ms duration with a maximum amplitude of 10 G/cm and smoothed square shape (SMSQ) was used. The slice selection gradient pulse G 1 proved sufficient for coherence selection and G 2 = 0 was used.
All NOESY data were zero filled twice in each dimension. The 2D FIDs were processed using exponential apodization (line broadening of 0.5 Hz for the long mixing time series and of 3 Hz for the short mixing time series and the pure shift NOESY) in the direct dimension and cosine squared in the indirect dimension. In all cases, automatic baseline correction was applied first along the indirect and then along the direct spectral dimension. Integration regions were manually defined. For normalisation of NOESY data with ZS decoupling, the relative integrals measured from the 1 H ZS experiment described in Section 3.3 were used (as shown in Fig. 2 ).
Results
We show first that under suitably chosen experimental conditions, ZS homodecoupling using the interferogram based acquisition approach [43] leads only to minor changes in the relative signal integrals measured. Results obtained using the broadband homodecoupled 1 H-experiment shown in Fig. 1(a) are presented, the sources of systematic errors introduced by the homodecoupling are discussed, and a simple method to correct for those errors is described. Full raw experimental data, pulse sequence code, and the pshift interferogram assembly software can be downloaded from DOI: 10.15127/1.303031 and DOI: 10.15127/1.303032.
Signal amplitude quantification in 1 H-experiments with interferogram-based Zangger-Sterk decoupling
ZS decoupled experiments can in general use a wide range of experimental parameters, with the optimal settings depending on the sample studied. The example shown in Fig. 2 illustrates a typical situation for a small organic molecule for which homodecoupling can be achieved for almost all signals studied (signals for H17a and H17b are almost isochronous by chance, so signals involving these protons will be excluded from analysis that follows).
Comparison of the relative integrals shown in Fig. 2 illustrates directly that, as compared to the conventional single scan proton experiment, the relative numbers of protons contributing to the integrals are represented less accurately, with deviations of up to 25% (between H4 and H11a) from their ideal values. In each case H22 was arbitrarily assigned an integral of 1. While the variation in measured integral could be attributed in part to the lower signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio obtained in the homodecoupled experiment, clear systematic deviations can be observed. In particular, it is evident that all protons from methylene groups (shown in red 1 ) show reduced integrals relative to the arbitrarily chosen reference of H22, while all other relative integrals deviate by less than 7% (between H4 and H1). We now discuss the factors responsible for the discrepancies, and hence for the desirability of normalisation. A full analysis can be found in Section 9.3 of the SI.
Signal attenuation by relaxation
The most important factor distorting the relative signal integrals measured in ZS experiments is generally relaxation during the homodecoupling pulse sequence element. For the experiments studied here, the relaxation that matters is that seen between time points II and IV in Fig. 1, i .e. the relaxation that happens in every increment during the homodecoupling element. In particular, if decoupling of signals with small frequency separations (<100 Hz) is desired, the selective pulse required is sufficiently long (e.g. 36 ms for a pulse with Gaussian shape and a 100 Hz width at the 5% inversion level) that significant signal decay can occur even for small molecules. In the case of strychnine, the pairs of coupled spins with the lowest frequency separations that we aim to decouple are the H1-H2 pair (DX = 38.5 Hz at 11.4 T, 3 J HH = 7.5 Hz) and the H23a-H23b pair (DX = 46.9 Hz at 11.4 T, 2 J HH = À13.8 Hz). These require a selective pulse with a maximum bandwidth of $40 Hz. For the spectrum shown in Fig. 2 , we chose to use an rSNOB pulse of 93.6 ms duration because of the steep cut-off of the refocusing profile obtained ($27 Hz and 40 Hz bandwidths at the 50% and 1% levels, respectively). Together with the additional evolution delays d a , d b and d c this results in quite a substantial duration for the homodecoupling block (115 ms), rendering relaxation during this period significant.
Signal amplitude changes introduced by data chunking
An additional source of signal intensity loss in the homodecoupled data collected, whether using interferogram-based [43] or real-time acquisition [45] , is the recording of data chunks of finite length D ZS , rather than just single data points. Since couplings are fully refocused only at the midpoint of each chunk, J evolution causes a reduction in signal towards the edges of chunks, diverting a small fraction of the available signal intensity into decoupling sidebands. These sidebands lead both to a reduction in the intensity of the central peak, and to the possibility of overlap between parent signals and the decoupling sidebands of other signals. We show in the SI how, given the values of the principal coupling constants responsible, the intensity losses caused by chunking, which can approach 7% in the case studied, may be estimated. 
Impact of field inhomogeneities
Spectra acquired with ZS decoupling feature a pronounced loss of overall signal intensity compared to spectra without decoupling, mainly as a necessary consequence of the use of spatial selection. In this experiment, signals are collected from small slices within the sample located at different z-positions
relative to the centre of the gradient coil, governed by the difference between the resonance frequencies m m of the individual signals and the frequency m sel of the selective pulse (c m is the gyromagnetic ratio of spin m and G z is the field gradient applied). As signals are collected from different sample positions, the relative signal intensities observed in the ZS decoupled experiment will depend on the B 1 field strength at the different z-positions at which different signals are measured. In the setup used here this effect is small, as the B 1 -field in the probe varies only around 2% over the $1 cm sample length used to collect this spectrum (see Fig. S6 in the SI), as should be the case for most modern probes. A second, and sometimes much larger, source of systematic variation in signal intensity with offset is non-uniformity of the z field gradient used [71, 72] . If desired, corrections can be applied to compensate for both sources of amplitude error [73, 74] .
NOE-based distance determinations in pure shift spectra
The previous section shows that interferogram-based ZS homodecoupling can reproduce relative 1D integrals in strychnine with a worst case error of $25%, and summarises the reasons for the site-specific differences in responsivity. In the analysis that follows, we compare the results of NOE-based interatomic distance measurements with and without normalisation to correct for differences in responsivity, and show that NOE experiments with interferogram-based Zangger-Sterk homodecoupling, whether with or without normalisation, can indeed be used to determine NOE-based distances in small molecule applications.
PFGSE NOE experiments with band-selective decoupling
Before discussing the possibility of extracting quantitative distance information from ZS homodecoupled NOE spectra, we first discuss the case of band-selective decoupling, using the selective 1D NOE experiment shown in Fig. 1(b) which has the sliceselective gradient set to zero. The band-selective decoupling scheme that results, retains many of the features of the two ZS decoupled experiments discussed below, while providing better signal-to-noise ratio. This experiment is used here to investigate possible adverse effects of the second selective inversion block on the quantitative information contained in the spectra. However, due to the high S/N ratio it offers, this band-selective variant of the 1D NOE experiment can be of substantial use in its own right if homodecoupling is only required for a limited range of resonances.
As is illustrated in Fig. 3 , the results obtained with this technique feature good spectral quality, due to the interferogram based acquisition scheme chosen. The traces shown in Fig. 3(c) -(e) show that close to ideal spectra, with flat baselines, can be obtained for spectra containing NOE peaks. These features are very favourable for signal integration or lineshape fitting, in particular if quantification of signals that are very close in frequency is desired. This is illustrated for the signals from H14 and H11a, for which baseline separation is achieved in the band-selectively decoupled experiment, while these signals overlap partially in the spectrum without homodecoupling (compare Fig. 3(a) and (e) ).
The band-selective acquisition scheme chosen may require a set of different spectral regions of interest to be sampled in separate spectra, unlike spectra acquired without homodecoupling or with broadband homodecoupling techniques. This also means that a separate set of mixing time series may be required to collect spectra of the signal inverted before mixing, for internal referencing according to Eq. (S3) (see Section 1.1 in the SI). These sets need to be acquired under the same experimental conditions as those for the NOE peaks, with only the offset of the band-selective pulse for decoupling being varied.
For the intense signals of the protons selectively inverted before mixing, J-modulation sidebands are visible around the central signal (see Fig. 3(b) ). While the amplitudes of these sidebands can be comparable to the cross-peaks that need to be quantified later, they are only a minor hindrance to cross peak integration, for two reasons. First, their positions may easily be predicted and altered, as the sidebands appear at integer multiples of the inverse data chunk duration. Second, if the peak selectively inverted before mixing is not part of the band observed (see e.g. trace Fig. 3(d) ), both the intense inverted signal and its sidebands are absent from the spectra containing the weak cross-peaks. This second feature is a particular advantage of the band-selective experiment discussed.
A very effective way to reduce J-modulation sideband intensities, if needed, is to reduce the chunk duration (an alternative approach is to average results over different chunk durations [75] ). We illustrate the effect of reducing the chunk length here using the high S/N ratio data obtained in band-selectively decoupled experiments. In spectra with H15a as the selectively inverted peak, we determined sideband intensities for different chunk lengths by lineshape fitting. For H15a, the total integral intensity of all sidebands, as a fraction of the central peak intensity, amounted to À3.1% for 10 ms chunk duration, À6.8% for 20 ms and À11.2% for 25 ms (from theory, as described by Eqs. (S8) and (S9) in the SI, we expect À1.7%, À7.1% and À11.4% respectively). This illustrates how J-modulation sidebands can be scaled down by using shorter chunk lengths. In practice, a compromise has to be made between lower sideband intensities and the longer experiment durations resulting from acquiring larger numbers of shorter data chunks. In the context of distance determination, a signal loss of $10% will have hardly any influence on the accuracies of the distances determined, and even with chunk lengths of 25 ms, signal loss due to coupling evolution is very unlikely to be the dominant source of error.
To test the distance quantification in 1D NOE experiments, NOE buildup was measured for the set of spin pairs listed in Table 1 . We used two experiments without homodecoupling, one with and one without Thrippleton-Keeler zero quantum coherence suppression during the mixing time. Distance estimation from modified selective NOE experiments was tested without normalisation. In most cases in which pure shift techniques are potentially interesting, selective inversion will only be possible for one of the sites involved, due to signal overlap. Therefore, the majority of the distances shown were determined using inversion of only one proton site.
The values listed in Table 1 show that the experiment with band-selective homodecoupling is able to provide crossrelaxation rates from NOE transfer with high fidelity, and therefore only small deviations are seen in the distances determined. Even without normalisation, the distance restraints derived from these integrals are in good agreement with the structural model used for comparison. The root mean squared deviation of the distances found amounts to 0.07 Å (2.7%) for the experiment with bandselective decoupling (where distances up to 3.4 Å have been probed), and 0.05 Å for both the experiments without homodecoupling. Normalisation of the NOE peak integrals measured using the relative integrals measured in a 1D
1 H-ZS experiment reduces the rms deviation (0.05 Å; 2.2%). This suggests that the simple normalisation procedure should indeed be used, wherever relative integrals can be measured in the corresponding pure shift 1 H experiments. In the case studied, conventional selective NOE experiments without homodecoupling and band-selectively decoupled experiments with normalisation yielded distance restraints that were in equally good agreement with the structural model used. We therefore conclude that for high S/N data, the homodecoupling does not interfere with NOE distance determination. While the molecule studied here is comparatively rigid, for molecules which undergo larger amplitude structural dynamics it is rare for root mean squared deviations of NOE distances from structural models to be less than 0.1 Å. Thus even if normalisation is not used, and a small compromise in experimental accuracy has therefore to be made owing to the additional sources of errors discussed above, the penalty in accuracy is negligible in the context of typical NOE analyses (and in the context of the interpretation of these distances using structural models, which in themselves carry many potential sources of error [5, 76] ). We therefore conclude that the experiment with band-selective homodecoupling is well suited to NOE analysis.
PFGSE NOE experiments with broadband homodecoupling
In addition to the spectra already discussed, Fig. 3(f) shows a spectrum collected with ZS broadband homodecoupling, using the pulse sequence shown in Fig. 1(b) with a spatially-and frequency selective pulse rather than just a frequency-selective pulse. It is apparent that the spectral quality deteriorates due to low S/N, but that this is compensated for by the ability to acquire the full homodecoupled spectrum in a single experiment. The ZS signalto-noise ratio penalty can vary widely depending on the desired bandwidth of the broadband decoupling and the minimum shift difference between coupled spins.
Given the very similar experiment setup of the band-selective and the ZS broadband decoupled experiments, we expect the two experiments to behave very similarly in terms of quantification, apart from the effects of spatial selection. The results reported in Table 1 show that the broadband decoupled experiment is indeed suitable for NOE-based distance determination, despite the much reduced S/N ratio. Table 1 Cross relaxation rates (r jk ) at 9.4 T and interatomic distances (r experimental ) determined using selective NOE experiments with and without homodecoupling. Selective experiments without homodecoupling were performed without (PFGSE NOE) and with Thrippleton-Keeler filtration (PFGSE NOE ZQF) during the mixing period; the homodecoupled experiments were band-selective (PFGSE NOE BS) and broadband (PFGSE NOE ZS). In all cases, selective inversion was performed using a single pulse-field gradient selected echo (PFGSE Can only be quantified unidirectionally, as selective excitation is not possible in one of the spectral regions (selectively inverted spins are H12, H13, H15a or H15b).
c While these distances could have been measured bidirectionally, we only collected data after selective inversion of H15a or H15b.
On average, the uncorrected cross-relaxation rates deviate by 13% from the values obtained with the zero-quantum filtered experiment without homodecoupling, and the normalised values by 16%. This is substantially more in both cases than the 6.5% found for the experiment with band-selective decoupling, reflecting the significant signal-to-noise ratio penalty of the ZS method. All these differences in cross-relaxation rate are sufficiently small that the impact on the distances obtained (which depend on the inverse sixth power of the cross-relaxation rates) is small, and they remain in good agreement with the structural model used. The largest deviation observed is for the distance between H13 and H11a; from Fig. 3(f) it is apparent that the signal of H11a is barely above the noise level (S/N % 4), so integration is of very limited precision in this case. As expected, the poorer sensitivity of the broadband ZS method sets an upper limit on the distances that can be determined reliably using it; the limit depends on the system studied and the experimental settings chosen. The data show that below that upper limit, NOE distance measurements using interferogram-based ZS experiments are sufficiently precise for use in solution structure investigations.
Quantitative interpretation of 2D NOESY with Zangger-Sterk decoupling in the pseudo-direct dimension
The one-dimensional NOE techniques discussed thus far are mainly of interest in cases where the number of NOE contacts to be studied is limited. They will therefore mainly be of interest for determining individual NOE contacts that cannot normally be studied due to signal overlap. If the number of signals to be studied is larger, the F 2 -ZS-NOESY [24] experiment shown in Fig. 1 may be a more time-efficient approach. In addition to being less timeconsuming for complex systems, this approach may also be useful in cases where the signals of both spins of interest overlap with other spins to which they are not coupled, and hence it is not possible to achieve clean selective inversion. Which of the two alternative approaches, pure shift selective 1D NOE measurement or pure shift 2D NOESY, is the more appropriate clearly depends on the system to be studied.
Because of the low intensities of NOE cross-peaks in molecules in the fast tumbling regime, the intensities of the homodecoupling Table 2 Cross relaxation rates (r jk ) at 14.1 T and interatomic distances (r experimental ) determined using selective 2D NOESY experiments with and without homodecoupling. sidebands seen on either side of the diagonal in the homodecoupled dimension can be comparable to those of the cross-peaks (see Fig. 4 ). This possibility clearly has to be taken into account when making signal assignments in these spectra, to avoid confusion between cross peaks and homodecoupling artefacts. Since the homodecoupling sidebands appear at regular frequency intervals, this is straightforward in most cases. Clearly, the symmetry of crosspeaks about the diagonal helps in the case of remaining doubts. Again, we tested the ability of this experiment to provide quantitative distance information via the NOE using strychnine as a test sample. As collection of multiple 2D spectra can be very timeconsuming (the current experiment required 35.3 h of measurement time), it is unlikely in practice that a series of such spectra will be collected. In contrast to the 1D experiments shown above, we therefore used a single NOESY experiment with ZS homodecoupling, measured with a 400 ms mixing time, to assess the precision that can be achieved using such a single-point-measurement. For comparison with this ''compromised precision" measurement, we provide data from different conventional NOESY measurements for comparison: an exhaustive mixing time series (eight mixing times from 50 to 500 ms) of NOESY experiments with Thrippleton-Keeler filtration during the mixing period and a relaxation delay of 5 ⁄ T 1,max (total duration of the 8 experiments: 64.9 h), and a reduced mixing time series (four mixing times from 100 to 400 ms) of NOESY experiments using the same compromise relaxation delay as used for the homodecoupled experiment (1.5 ⁄ T 1,max , total duration of the 4 experiments: 8.9 h).
For these measurement series, the cross-relaxation rates measured and the distances derived from the latter are given in Table 2 . The corresponding scatter plot for distances, obtained without normalisation, is given in Fig. 5 ; as with the 1D ZS experiment, the poor signal-to-noise ratio meant that normalisation did not produce any significant improvement. Despite the fact that we are using a single mixing time point for the homodecoupled experiment, again the homodecoupled experiment is able to yield cross relaxation rates and interatomic distance estimates of sufficient precision to allow the use of this experiment in solution structure investigations. The risks inherent in using a single mixing time for distance determinations, in particular if strong coupling is present, should however be noted [60, 64] .
As with the selective NOE experiment with ZS homodecoupling, the range of distances that can be determined using F 2 -ZS NOESY is limited by the signal-to-noise ratio of the experiment. In the present case, distances of up to 2.55 Å could be sampled, though this upper limit will depend strongly on the experimental parameters chosen. Within this distance range, the distances measured are in equally good agreement with the structural model as the data from the reduced mixing time series (acquired without homodecoupling), while only a minor reduction in measurement accuracy is seen compared to the data from the exhaustive mixing time series. It is noteworthy that this high accuracy has been achieved in the pure shift experiment despite its comparatively low S/N ratio and despite the fact that only a single mixing time was used. It can be concluded that NOESY spectra with interferogram-based ZS homodecoupling and ZS homodecoupled selective NOE experiments are both able to provide internuclear distances with sufficient accuracy for use in solution structure elucidation in future studies.
Discussion
The results shown illustrate that signal amplitude quantification in pure shift NMR spectra can achieve comparable accuracy to conventional methods, but that careful choice of experimental parameters is required. Signal amplitude quantification characteristics are expected to vary significantly between different homodecoupling methods, as both the signal attenuations introduced by the decoupling technique and the sidebands introduced will be different. Different applications of quantitation require different levels of accuracy. While the experiments outlined here may well be suitable for NOE-based distance determination, they are not likely to be appropriate for applications where signal integrals need to be determined to accuracies higher than 10-20% unless appropriate normalisation is used.
We have only tested interferogram-based ZS experiments in this work; while other pure shift methods have different characteristics, it is likely some other factors will be relevant in addition to those identified here. Relaxation losses and data chunking will also affect the signal amplitude quantification characteristics of experiments with real-time decoupling. We expect that their effects will be different (e.g. losses due to relaxation or incomplete signal inversion during the homodecoupling elements will cause additional signal sidebands and signal broadening, rather than just signal amplitude reduction). The relatively good capability to reproduce relative signal intensities that was demonstrated for pure shift spectra derived from anti z-COSY spectra [34] potentially translates into PSYCHEbased pure shift experiments [47] , as both experiments use small flip-angle pulses for homodecoupling, but the latter introduces some unwanted T 2 weighting and offset dependence. Both methods may be of interest for pure shift NOESY. In the case of constant-time experiments [78] , it should be noted that the strong J modulation of the signal intensities as a function of the constant time used causes severe distortion of relative integrals.
In terms of the precision of signal amplitude quantification, pure shift NMR experiments to date fall well short of the standards achievable with conventional experiments where signals are well separated. However, where conventional spectra show overlap, the extra errors, both random and systematic, introduced by adopting pure shift methods may be a very small price to pay for the ability to make site-specific measurements without the complications of overlapping multiplets.
The broadband-ZS pure shift NOESY approach is clearly of limited use where signal-to-noise ratio is insufficient for precise signal integration. Methods for increasing S/N ratio in ZS based experiments may potentially reduce such problems [48, 79] , though such techniques introduce further sources of systematic error and may require a separate evaluation of signal integral accuracy. It should also be noted that we have used a relatively small test molecule here, and that the conclusions drawn may not all apply to larger molecules in which transverse relaxation is much faster. The analysis used here also assumes that full homodecoupling is achieved for the signals studied, which will not be the case for strongly coupled signals.
Our intention here has been to show that careful choice of experimental settings can enable accurate signal integral quantification when increasingly popular ZS homodecoupling methods are used, but also to stimulate critical discussion of the limits of emerging pure shift techniques in terms of signal integral determination.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed the quantitative aspects of selected interferogram-based ZS 1 H pure shift NMR experiments. For the example of ZS 1 H spectra, limitations on direct signal integration are discussed and the influences of different signal loss mechanisms are described for the representative case of a small organic molecule, and a simple correction method is described. Based on this analysis it is concluded that with or without such correction, typical proton-site-dependent systematic errors do not significantly perturb NOE-based interatomic distance determinations. This is corroborated by the results of selective NOE experiments with band-selective and broadband homodecoupling, and a NOESY experiment with broadband homodecoupling, all showing good agreement with a structural model.
While a recent study testing the feasibility of interatomic distance measurements when using a real-time homodecoupling approach reported some results for individual distances that deviated significantly from those obtained without homodecoupling (and other results that showed similar discrepancies between 2D and 1D NOESY methods) [21] , such problems were not observed in this study. This may be partly a consequence of the higher spectral quality that can be achieved with interferogram-based, as compared to real-time, homodecoupling. Despite interferogrambased approaches being more demanding in experiment time, for critical applications they may well be the better choice because of the higher spectral quality that can be obtained.
